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Abstract. The class of Interrupt Timed Automata (ITA) has been in-
troduced to model multi-task systems with interruptions in a single pro-
cessor environment. This is a subclass of hybrid automata in which real
valued variables consist of a restricted type of stopwatches (variables
with rate 0 or 1) organized along levels. While reachability is undecid-
able with usual stopwatches, it was proved that this problem is decidable
in ITA and that untimed languages of ITA are e!ectively regular. Here
we investigate the problem of model checking timed extensions of CTL

over ITA and show in contrast that this problem is undecidable. On the
other hand, we prove that model checking is decidable for two relevant
fragments of this timed logic: (1) the first one where formula contain
only model clocks and (2) the second one where formulas have a single
external clock.

1 Introduction

Context. Hybrid automata [11] are finite automata equipped with real
valued variables, which evolve continuously according to some di!erential
equations and can be tested and updated when discrete transitions are
fired. This model is very expressive but it was proved that, even when
the only variables are stopwatches, with rate equal to 0 or 1, reachability
is undecidable [7]. On the other hand, restricting the variables to clocks,
with rate 1, yields the well known model of Timed Automata (TA) where
several verification question are decidable, in particular model checking
TCTL [1], a timed extension of the temporal logic CTL [9,13]. Various
classes have then been proposed between timed and hybrid automata,
with the aim to keep a high expressive power together with decidable
verification problems. The case of stopwatches is of particular interest
since it allows to model time accumulation which is useful for instance
in scheduling problems. The model of Interrupt Timed Automata (ITA)
was introduced in [4] to describe multi-task systems with interruptions



in a single processor environment. An ITA is organized into interrupt
levels, with a single clock active in this level, all clocks in lower levels
being suspended and the clocks from higher levels not yet defined. As
proved in [4], untiming languages accepted by ITA yields regular lan-
guages with the e!ective construction of a class graph generalizing the
region automaton from [2,3]. Thus, ITA is one of the few models with
stopwatches where reachability is decidable. Moreover, the complexity of
reachability is improved by applying a linear programming technique to
a syntactic restriction of ITA, with the same expressive power [5].

Contribution. In this work, we investigate other verification problems
than reachability for ITA. It results from the class graph construction
that model checking untimed properties from CTL or LTL is possible on
ITA. Concerning timed logics, we introduce a timed extension TCTLc of
CTL, where formulas involve model clocks as well as external clocks. This
logic is a variant of the one proposed in [10], also studied later in [6] from
the expressivity point of view, and model checking this logic has been
proved decidable for timed automata, with a construction similar to the
region automaton. In contrast, we prove here that model checking TCTLc

over ITA is undecidable. However, we propose restrictions for which de-
cidability procedures can be found. In the first one, only model clocks are
involved and decidability is obtained by a generalized class graph con-
struction in 2-EXPSPACE (PSPACE if the number of clocks is fixed).
Since the corresponding fragment cannot refer to global time, we con-
sider a second restriction in which it is possible to reason on minimal or
maximal delays. In this case, the decidability procedure relies on a linear
programming technique, with a complexity in 2-NEXPTIME (NP if the
number of clocks is fixed).

Outline. Section 2 gives definitions of ITA and the timed logics TCTLc.
We prove in Section 3 that model checking TCTLc over ITA is undecidable
and Section 4 presents model checking procedures for two fragments of
TCTLc.

2 Interrupt Timed Automata and Timed Logics

Notations. The sets of natural numbers, rational numbers and real num-
bers are denoted respectively by N, Q and R. For a finite set X of clocks,
a linear expression over X is a term of the form

!
x!X ax · x + b where b

and the axs are in Q. We denote by C(X) the set of constraints obtained
by conjunctions of atomic propositions of the form C !" 0, where C is a
linear expression and !"! {>,",=,#, <} is a comparison operator. The



subset C0(X) of C(X) contains constraints of the form x + b !" 0. An
update is a conjunction of a!ectations of the form x := C for a clock x
and a linear expression C. The set of all updates over X is written U(X)
and U0(X) denotes the subset of U(X) where the a!ectations are either
of the form x := 0 (reset) or of the form x := x (no update). For a linear
expression C and an update u containing x := Cx, the expression C[u] is
obtained by substituting x by Cx in C.

A clock valuation is a mapping v : X $% R and we denote by 0 the
valuation assigning the value 0 to all clocks. The set of all clock valuations
is RX and we write v |= # when valuation v satisfies the clock constraint
#. For a valuation v and an update u, the valuation v[u] is defined by
v[u](x) = v[Cx] for x in X if x := Cx is the update for x in u.

Interrupt timed automata and timed automata. Interrupt Timed Au-
tomata (ITA) were introduced in [4], to model multi-task systems with
interruptions, in a single processor environment. Given a set of tasks with
di!erent priority levels, a higher level task represents an interruption for
a lower level task. At a given level, exactly one clock is active (rate 1),
while the clocks for tasks of lower levels are suspended (rate 0), and the
clocks for tasks of higher levels are not yet activated and thus containing
value 0. We give here a slightly more general definition as in [5], where
states also have a timing policy which indicates whether time may or must
elapse in a state, with lazy as default policy. We finally add a mapping
labeling states with atomic propositions in a set AP , in view of defining
logic formulas interpreted on these automata.

Definition 1. An interrupt timed automaton is a tuple
A = &$, AP,Q, q0, pol, F,X,%, lab,&', where:

– $ is a finite alphabet, AP is a set of atomic propositions
– Q is a finite set of states, q0 is the initial state, F ( Q is the set of

final states,
– pol : Q % {Lazy, Urgent,Delayed} is the timing policy of states,
– X = {x1, . . . , xn} consists of n interrupt clocks,
– the mapping % : Q % {1, . . . , n} associates with each state its level,
– the mapping lab : Q % 2AP labels each state with a subset of AP of

atomic propositions,
– & ( Q) [C(X)) ($ * {'})) U(X)])Q is the set of transitions. We

call x!(q) the active clock in state q. Let q
",a,u
+++% q" in & be a transition

with k = %(q) and k" = %(q"). The guard # contains only clocks from
levels less than or equal to k: it is a conjunction of constraints of the



form
!k

j=1 ajxj + b !" 0. The update u is of the form ,n
i=1xi := Ci

with:
• if k" < k, i.e. the transition decreases the level, then Ci is of the

form
!i#1

j=1 ajxj+b or Ci = xi for 1 # i # k" and Ci = 0 otherwise;

• if k" " k then Ci is of the form
!i#1

j=1 ajxj + b or Ci = xi for
1 # i # k, Ci = 0 if k < i # k" and Ci = xi if i > k".

An ITA A1 is depicted in Fig. 1(a), with two interrupt levels (and
two interrupt clocks), with a geometric view of a possible trajectory in
Fig. 1(b).

q0, 1 q1, 2 q2, 2
x1 < 1, a, (x2 := 0) x1 + 2x2 = 2, b

(a) An ITA A1 with two interrupt levels

x1

x2

0 2

1

1a

b

(b) A possible trajectory in
A1

Fig. 1. An example of ITA and a possible execution.

The class ITA# is the subclass of ITA where updates are restricted

as follows. For a transition q
",a,u
+++% q" of an automaton A in ITA#, with

k = %(q) and k" = %(q"), there is no update (i.e. xi := xi for all i) if
k" < k and if k" " k, the update u is of the form ,n

i=1xi := Ci with Ck

of the form
!k#1

j=1 ajxj + b or Ck = xk, Ci = 0 if k < i # k" and Ci = xi

otherwise. In words, in an ITA#, the only possible relevant update (i.e.
not enforced by the semantics of the model) is an update of the clock of
the current level.

Any ITA can be exponentially translated into an equivalent ITA# [5]
but with the same set of clocks.

Definition 2. The semantics of an ITA A is defined by the transition
system TA = (S, s0,%). The set S of configurations is {(q, v,() | q !
Q, v ! RX , ( ! {-,.}}, with initial configuration (q0,0,.). A configu-
ration (q, v,() is accepting if q is in F . The relation % on S consists of
two types of steps:



Time steps: Only the active clock in a state can evolve, all other clocks
are suspended. For a state q with active clock x!(q), a time step of

duration d is defined by (q, v,()
d
+% (q, v",-) with v"(x!(q)) = v(x!(q))+

d and v"(x) = v(x) for any other clock x. When pol(q) = Urgent, time
steps from q are forbidden.

Discrete steps: A discrete step (q, v,()
a
+% (q", v",.) occurs if there ex-

ists a transition q
",a,u
+++% q" in & such that v |= # and v" = v[u]. When

pol(q) = Delayed and ( = ., discrete steps are forbidden.

For the sake of completeness, we briefly recall the classical model of
timed automata (TA) [3]. Note that in this case, there is no need to
include time policies, which can be enforced with clock constraints.

Definition 3. A timed automaton is a tuple A = &$, Q, q0, F,X,&',
where:

– $, Q, q0, F , and X are defined as in an ITA,
– the set of transition is & ( Q) C0(X))$ ) U0(X))Q, with guards

in C0(X) and updates in U0(X).

The semantics of a timed automaton is also defined as a timed transi-
tion system, with the set Q)RX of configurations (no additionnal boolean
value). Discrete steps are similar to those of ITA but in time steps, all

clocks evolve with same rate 1: (q, v)
d
+% (q, v") i! /x ! X, v"(x) = v(x)+d.

A run of an automaton A in TA or in ITA is a path in the associated
timed transition system, where time steps and discrete steps alternate,
and which is maximal: either it is an infinite path or it is a finite path
such that no discrete step is possible from the last configuration. We use
the notion of (totally ordered) positions along a run [10]: for a run ), we
denote by <# the strict order on positions and for position * ! ), the
corresponding configuration is denoted by s$.

Timed logic TCTLc. At least two di!erent timed extensions of the branch-
ing time logic CTL [9,13,8] have been proposed. The first one [1] adds
subscripts to the U operator while the second one considers formula
clocks [10]. Model checking timed automata was proved decidable in both
cases and compared expressiveness has been revisited later on [6]. We use
here a variant of the (more expressive) second type, using a set X of model
clocks (from the automaton on which the formulas will be evaluated) and
a disjoint set Y of formula clocks.



Definition 4. The timed logic TCTLc is defined by the following gram-
mar:

+ ::= p | y + b !" 0 |
"

i$1

ai · xi + b !" 0 | y.+ |A + U+ |E + U + |+ , + | ¬+

where p ! AP is an atomic proposition, y ! Y is a formula clock, xi are
model clocks, ai and b are rational numbers such that (ai)i$1 has finite
domain, and !"! {>,",=,#, <}.

Let A = &$, AP,Q, q0, pol, F,X,%, lab,&' be an ITA and S = {(q, v,() |
q ! Q, v ! RX , ( ! {-,.}}, the set of configurations. The formu-
las of TCTLc are interpreted over extended configurations of the form
(q, v,(, w), also written as (s,w), where s = (q, v,() ! S and w ! RY is
a valuation of the formula clocks3. The notions of run and position are
extended to these configurations in a natural way: the clock valuation w
becomes w + d in a time step of delay d and is unchanged in a discrete
step. We denote by Exec(s,w) the set of runs starting from (s,w).

The semantics of TCTLc is defined as follows. For atomic propositions
and a configuration (s,w) = (q, v,(, w):

(q, v,(, w) |= p i! p ! lab(q)
(q, v,(, w) |= y + b !" 0 i! w |= y + b !" 0
(q, v,(, w) |=

!
i$1 ai · xi + b !" 0 i! v |=

!
i$1 ai · xi + b !" 0

and inductively:

(s,w) |= y.+ i! y ! Y and (q, v, w[y := 0]) |= +
(s,w) |= A #U + i! /) ! Exec(s,w), ) |= #U +
(s,w) |= E #U + i! 0) ! Exec(s,w) s. t. ) |= #U +
with
) |= #U + i! there is a position * ! ) s. t. s$ |= +

and /*" <# *, s$! |= # 1 +

the cases for boolean operators are omitted.

3 Model checking TCTLc over ITA is undecidable

While both reachability and TCTLc model checking are decidable in the
class of timed automata, we prove in this section that model checking

3 Here the boolean value appears in the configuration in order to be consistent with
the semantics of ITA but is not actually used. One could imagine enriching the logic
to take advantage of this boolean, to express for example that a run lets some time
elapse in a certain state.



TCTLc over ITA is undecidable. The first step of the proof is the con-
struction of a synchronized product between an interrupt timed automa-
ton and a timed automaton, to simulate a two counter machine. This
proves that reachability is undecidable in the class containing products
of an ITA and a TA. In the second step, a TCTLc formula is built to
simulate the timed automaton part of the product.

Reachability on ITA)TA. We consider the class ITA3)TA2 of automata
built as a synchronized product between an interrupt timed automaton
with 3 clocks and a timed automaton with 2 clocks over the same al-
phabet. Note that if accepted languages are considered, the language of
such an automaton is the intersection of the language of an ITA and the
language of a TA.

Proposition 1. Reachability is undecidable in the class ITA3)TA2.

Proof. We build an automaton in ITA3)TA2 which simulates a deter-
ministic two counters machine. Recall that such a machine M consists
of a finite sequence of labeled instructions L, which handles two counters
c and d, and ends at a special instruction with label Halt. The other in-
structions have one of the two forms below, where e ! {c, d} represents
one of the two counters:

– e := e + 1; goto ,"

– if e > 0 then (e := e + 1; goto ,") else goto ,""

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the counters have initial
value zero. The behaviour of the machine is described by a (possibly
infinite) sequence of configurations: &,0, 0, 0'&,1, n1, p1' . . . &,i, ni, pi' . . .,
where ni and pi are the respective counter values and ,i is the label,
after the ith instruction. The problem of termination for such a machine
(“is the Halt label reached?”) is known to be undecidable [12].

The automaton AM = &$, AP,Q, q0, pol, F,X * Y,%,&' is built to
reach a final location if and only if M stops. It is defined as follows:

– $ consists of one letter per transition, AP will be defined in the next
step.

– Q = L * (L ) {k0}) * (L ) {k1, k2, r1, . . . , r5}) {>,<}).
– q0 = ,0 (the initial instruction of M).
– pol : Q % {Urgent, Lazy,Delayed} is such that pol(q) = Urgent i!

either q ! L or q = (,, q2, !"), and pol(q) = Lazy in most other cases:
some states (,, ki, !") are Delayed, as shown on Fig. 3.

– F = {Halt}.



– X = {x1, x2, x3} is the set of interrupt clocks and Y = {yc, yd} is the
set of standard clocks with rate 1.

– % : Q % {1, 2, 3} is the interrupt level of each state. All states in L are
in level 1; so do all states corresponding to r1. States corresponding
to r2 and r3 are in level 2, while the ones corresponding to r4 and r5

are in level 3.
– & will be defined through basic modules in the sequel.

The transitions of AM are built within small modules, each one cor-
responding to one instruction of M. The value 1 + 1

2n of clock yc (resp.
1 + 1

2p of yd) will encode the value n of c (resp p of d) in states of L.
The idea behind this construction is that for any standard clock y, it

is possible to “copy” the value of k+ y in an interrrupt clock xi, for some
constant k, provided the value of y never exceeds k. To achieve this, we
start and reset the interrupt clock, then stop it when y = k. Note that
by the end of the copy, the value of y has changed. Conversely, in order
to copy the content of an interrupt clock xi into a clock y, we interrupt
xi by xi+1 and reset y at the same time. When xi+1 = xi, the value of y
is equal to the value of xi. Remark that the form of the guards on xi+1

allows us to copy the value of a linear expression on {x1, . . . , xi} in y.
For instance, consider an instruction labelled by , incrementing c then

going to ,", with the respective values n of c and p of d, from a configu-
ration where c " d. The corresponding module Ac++

c$d (,, ,") is depicted on

Fig. 2. In this module, interrupt clock x1 is used to record the value 1
2n

while x2 keeps the value 1
2p . Assuming that yc = 1+ 1

2n , yd = 1+ 1
2p and

x1 = 0 in state (,, r1, >), the unique run in Ac++
c$d (,, ,") will end in state

," with yc = 1 + 1
2n+1 and yd = 1 + 1

2p . The intermediate clock values are
shown in Table 1.

The module on Fig. 2 can be adapted for the case of decrementing
c by just changing the linear expressions in guards for x3, provided the
final value of c is still greater than the one of d. It is however also quite
easy to adapt the same module when n < p: in that case we store 1

2p in
x1 and 1

2n in x2, since yd will reach 1 before yc. We also need to start
yd before yc when copying the adequate values in the clocks. The case
of decrementing c while n # p is handled similarly. In order to choose
which module to use according to the ordering between the values of the
counters, we use the modules of Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) represents the case
when at label , we have an increment of c whereas Fig. 3(b) represents
the case when , corresponds to decrementing c. In that last case the value
of c is compared not only to the one of d, but also to 0, in order to know



(!, r1, >)
1, L

(!, r2, >)
2, U

(!, r3, >)
2, L

(!, r4, >)
3, L

(!, r5, >)
3, L

!!

1, U

yc = 1
b1!

b2
!

x2 := x1

yd = 1
b3
!

yc := 0

x3 = x2 # x1
2

b4!
yd := 0

x3 = 1 # x1
2

b5!

Fig. 2. Module Ac++
c"d (!, !!) incrementing the value of c when c ! d.

(!, r1, >)
yc = 1 " 1

2n

yd = 1 " 1
2p

x1 = 0
x2 = 0
x3 = 0

1
2n
"#

(!, r1, >)
yc = 1

yd = 1 " 1
2p + 1

2n

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 0
x3 = 0

b1!"#

(!, r2, >)
yc = 1

yd = 1 " 1
2p + 1

2n

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 0
x3 = 0

b2!"#

(!, r3, >)
yc = 1

yd = 1 " 1
2p + 1

2n

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 1
2n

x3 = 0

1
2p # 1

2n
"# . . .

· · ·
1
2p # 1

2n
"#

(!, r3, >)
yc = 1 + 1

2p " 1
2n

yd = 1
x1 = 1

2n

x2 = 1
2p

x3 = 0

b3!"#

(!, r4, >)
yc = 0
yd = 1

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 1
2p

x3 = 0

1
2p # 1

2n+1

"#

(!, r4, >)
yc = 1

2p " 1
2n+1

yd = 1 + 1
2p " 1

2n+1

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 1
2p

x3 = 1
2p " 1

2n+1

b4!"# . . .

· · ·
b4!"#

(!, r5, >)
yc = 1

2p " 1
2n+1

yd = 0
x1 = 1

2n

x2 = 1
2p

x3 = 1
2p " 1

2n+1

1# 1
2p

"#

(!, r5, >)
yc = 1 " 1

2n+1

yd = 1 " 1
2p

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 1
2p

x3 = 1 " 1
2n+1

b5!"#

!!

yc = 1 " 1
2n+1

yd = 1 " 1
2p

x1 = 1
2n

x2 = 0
x3 = 0

Table 1. Clock values in the unique run of Ac++
c"d (!, !!). Irrelevant values of interrupt

clocks are greyed.



which branch of the if instruction is taken. Note that these modules are
also deterministic with respect to time constraints. Instructions involving
d are handled in a symmetrical way.

!
1, U

(!, k0)
1, L

(!, r1, >)
1, L

(!, r1, <)
1, L

(!, k1, >)
1, L

(!, k1, <)
1, D

(!, k2, >)
1, L

(!, k2, <)
1, L

a0
!

x1 := 0

yc = 1
a1

!,>

yc := 0

yd = 1
a1

!,<

yd := 0

yd = 1
a2

!,>

yd := 0

yc = 1
a2

!,<

yc := 0

x1 = 1
a3

!,>

x1 := 0

x1 = 1
a3

!,<

x1 := 0

(a) Incrementing c

!
1, U

(!, k0)
1, L

(!, r1, >)
1, L

(!, r1, <)
1, L

(!, k1, >)
1, D

(!, k1, <)
1, L

(!, k2, >)
1, L

(!, k2, <)
1, D

!!!

1, U

a0
!

x1 := 0

yc = 1
a1

!,>

yc := 0

yd = 1
a1

!,<

yd := 0

yd = 1
a2

!,>

yd := 0

yc = 1
a2

!,<

yc := 0

x1 = 1
a3

!,>

x1 := 0

x1 = 1
a3

!,<

x1 := 0

yc = 0
a!,0

(b) Decrementing c

Fig. 3. Modules taking into account the order between the values of c and d.

To obtain automaton AM, we join the modules described above through
the states of L. The proof that the above construction is correct, i.e. that
AM simulates M and therefore that M halts i! AM reaches the Halt
state, is given in Appendix A.1.



The automaton AM can actually be viewed as the product of an ITA
I and a TA T , synchronized on actions. It can be seen in all the modules
described abov that guards never mix a standard clock with an interrupt
one. Since each transition has a unique label, keeping only guards and
resets on either the clocks of X or on those of Y yields an ITA and a TA
whose product is AM. 23

Undecidability of TCTLc model checking. From the automaton AM of the
above construction, we now build a formula # in TCTLc simulating the
TA T , so that the ITA I satisfies # i! M terminates. More precisely,
denoting by TCTLext

c the fragment of TCTLc containing only formula
clocks, we have:

Theorem 1. Model checking TCTLext
c over ITA is undecidable.

Proof. As explained above, we split the automaton AM built in the proof
of Proposition 1 into an ITA I and a TA T , and we produce a TCTLext

c

formula # expressing the following:

– there is a run in I reaching the Halt state,
– for each module of I, this run satisfies the constraints on the clocks

yc and yd of T .

Therefore, I |= # i! M terminates. In this construction, all information
about M is contained in I and # does not depend on M. The full proof
is given in Appendix A.2. 23

4 Decidable fragments

4.1 Checking TCTLint
c

In this section we prove that model-checking formulas without external
clocks is decidable. We consider the fragment TCTLint

c where only model
cloks are used and adapt a class graph construction for untiming ITA, by
adding information relevant to the formula. The problem is thus reduced
to a CTL model checking problem on this graph.

Theorem 2. Model checking TCTLint
c on ITA can be done in 2-EXPSPACE,

and in PSPACE when the number of clocks is fixed.

Proof. Let # be a formula in TCTLint
c and A an ITA with n levels.

Like in [4], the proof relies on the construction of a finite class graph,
the first step being the computation of n sets of expressions E1, . . . , En.



Each set Ek is initialized to {xk, 0} and expressions in this set are those
which are relevant for comparisons with the current clock at level k.
The sets are then computed top down from n to 1. In that process, we
use the k-normalization operator: for an expression C =

!
i$1 aixi + b,

if ak = 0, then norm(C, k) =
!k#1

i=1 aixi + b, otherwise norm(C, k) =

xk +
!k#1

i=1
ai

ak
xi + b

ak
.

– At level k, we may assume that expressions in guards of an edge
leaving a state are of the form -xk +

!
i<k aixi + b with - ! {0, 1}.

We add +
!

i<k aixi + b to Ek.
– To take into account the constraints of formula #, we add the fol-

lowing step: For each comparison C !" 0 in #, and for each k, with
norm(C, k) = -xk+

!
i<k aixi+b (- ! {0, 1}), we also add+

!
i<k aixi+

b to Ek.
– Then we iterate the following procedure until no new term is added

to any Ei for 1 # i # k.
1. Let q

",a,u
+++% q" with %(q") " k and %(q) " k. If C ! Ek, then we

add C[u] to Ek.

2. Let q
",a,u
+++% q" with %(q") " k and %(q) < k. For C,C " ! Ek,

we compute C "" = norm(C[u] + C "[u],%(q)). If C "" = -x!(q) +!
i<!(q) aixi + b with - ! {0, 1}, then we add +

!
i<!(q) aixi + b

to E!(q).

The proof of termination for this construction is similar to the one in [4].
We now consider the transition system GA whose set of configurations

are the classes R = (q, {4k}1%k%!(q)), where q is a state and 4k is a
total preorder over Ek. The class R describes the set of valuations [[R]]=
{(q, v) | /k # %(q) /(g, h) ! Ek, g[v] # h[v] i! g 4k h}. The set of
transitions is defined by discrete and successor steps, whose details are
developped in [5]. Just remark that the way the set of expressions is
computed, and more notably the inclusion of all di!erences between other
expressions (up to normalization details), will enable us to know for each
level the preorder between expressions after firing a discrete transition
increasing the interrupt level. The transition system GA is finite and time
abstract bisimilar to TA. Moreover, the truth value of each comparison
C =

!
i$1 ai ·xi+b !" 0 appearing in # can be set for each class R. Indeed,

since for every k, both 0 and
!k#1

i$1 ai · xi + b are in the set of expressions
Ek, the truth value of C !" 0 does not change inside a class. Therefore,
introducing a fresh propositional variable qC for the constraint C !" 0,
each class R can be labelled with a truth value for each qC . Deciding
the truth value of # can then be done by a classical CTL model-checking



algorithm on GA. An example of this model checking procedure is shown
in Appendix B.

The complexity of the procedure is obtained by bounding the num-
ber of expressions for each level k by max(2, |&| + |#|)2

n(n#k+1)+1, thus
obtaining a triple exponential bound for the size of the graph, by storing
the orderings. The 2-EXPSPACE complexity results in a standard way
from a non deterministic search in this graph. 23

4.2 Checking a fragment of TCTL

The decidability of model-checking TCTLc formulas over ITA has been
studied above for two cases:

– when there are 2 formula clocks, in which case the problem is unde-
cidable (Theorem 1)

– when there is no formula clock, in which case the problem is decidable
(Theorem 2).

The remaining case concerns formulas with only 1 formula clock, which
can measure elapsing of global time. In this section, we prove the decid-
ability of model checking ITA for a strict subset of this logic. TCTLp is
the set of formulas where statisfaction of an until modality over propo-
sitions can be parameterized by a time interval. Formulas of TCTLp are
defined by the following grammar:

#p := p | #p , #p | ¬#p

+ := #p | A#p U%&a #p | E#p U%&a #p | + , + | ¬+

where p ! AP is an atomic proposition, a ! Q+, and !"! {>,",#, <}
is a comparison operator. This logic is indeed a subset of TCTLc with
only one formula clock since a formula, say A p U >aq, can be rewritten as
y.(A p U (r , (y > a))). Since ITA can be translated into ITA# (at expo-
nential cost), the problem can be simplified by focusing on the subclass
ITA#. We prove that:

Theorem 3. Model checking TCTLp on an ITA (resp. ITA#) is decid-
able in 2-NEXPTIME (resp. NEXPTIME), and in both cases in NP if
the number of clocks is fixed.

The proof consists in establishing procedures dedicated to the 4 dif-
ferent subcases: (1) E p U%a r and E p U<a r, (2) E p U$a r and E p U>a r,
(3) A p U%a r and A p U<a r and (4) A p U$a r and A p U>a r, where p and
r are boolean combinations of atomic propositions. First, we have:



Lemma 1. a. Model checking formulas E p U%a r and E p U<a r over ITA#

is decidable.
b. Model checking a formula E p U$a r and E p U>a r on an ITA# is de-

cidable.

Proof. The main idea underlying these procedures for cases 1 and 2 is to
determine a maximal size for the runs on which it is su"cient to test the
formula. Then the decision procedure is as follows. It non deterministically
guesses a path in the ITA# whose length is less than or equal to the bound.
In order to check that this path yields a run, it builds a linear program
whose variables are {xj

i}, where xj
i is the value of clock xi after the jth

step, and {dj} where dj is the amount of time elapsed during the jth
step, when j corresponds to a time step. The equations and inequations
are deduced from the guards and updates of discrete transitions in the
path and the delay of the time steps. The satisfaction of the formula can
be checked by separately verifying on one side that the run satisfies p U r,
and on the other side, that the sum of all delays dj satisfies the constraint
in the formula. The size of this linear program is exponential w.r.t. the size
of the ITA#. As a linear program can be solved in polynomial time [14],
we obtain a procedure in NEXPTIME. If the number of clocks is fixed
the number of variables is now polynomial w.r.t. the size of the problem.
The complete proofs for these cases are in Appendix A.3 and A.4. 23

For formulas in case 3, a specific procedure can be avoided, since the
result of case 2 can be reused:

Lemma 2. Model checking a formula A p U%a r and A p U<a r on an ITA#

is decidable.

Proof. Notice that A p U%a r = (A p U r),¬(E¬r U>a -), and A p U<a r =
(A p U r) , ¬(E¬r U$a -). 23

Finally, we handle case 4, which is the most involved:

Lemma 3. Model checking a formula A p U$a r and A p U>a r on an ITA#

is decidable.

Proof. We start by noticing that formula A p U$a r is true on a configura-
tion of an ITA# A if all the following conditions hold for pathes starting
in this configuration:

– all pathes do satisfy p U r,



– there is no path such that from a certain point where the time elapsed
is strictly less than a, proposition r is false until both p and r are,

– there is no path such that from a certain point where the time elapsed
is strictly less than a, proposition r is always false.

Using maximal paths, which are either infinite or finite but ending in
a state from which no transition can be taken, is necessary for the last
condition. In the other cases, a counterexample will be a finite path,
whereas here the counterexample is potentially infinite, which makes the
proof more di"cult. It can be found in Appendix A.5. 23

5 Conclusion and future work

In this work we have shown that model checking TCTL formulas with ex-
plicit clocks on interrupt timed automata is undecidable. This places the
class ITA in an intermediate position between hybrid automata, for which
reachability is undecidable, and timed automata, for which model check-
ing TCTL is decidable. We nevertheless propose specific model checking
procedures for some subsets of this logic: namely (1) when no external
clock is used in the formula, in which case the complexity is 2-EXPSPACE
(PSPACE when the number of clocks is fixed), and (2) in a subset of
TCTL with subscripts, in which case the complexity is in 2-NEXPTIME
(NP when the number of clocks is fixed). We plan to refine this prob-
lem by addressing the case of formulas with internal clocks and only one
external clock, which remains open.
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A Proof of selected properties

A.1 Correction of the construction of AM in the proof of
Proposition 1

Let us prove that AM defined in Section 3 simulates exactly the two
counter machine M. Let &,0, 0, 0'&,1, n1, p1' . . . &,i, ni, pi' . . . be a run of
M. We show that this run is simulated inAM by the run &l0,0')0&l1, v1')1 . . .
where )i is either empty or a subrun through states in {(,i, rj , !") | j !
{1, . . . , 5}, !"! {>,<}} (i.e. subruns in modules like Ac++

c$d of Fig. 2).
Moreover, it will be the case that

/i, vi(yc) = 1 +
1

2ni
and vi(yd) = 1 +

1

2pi

This holds at the beginnning of the execution of AM. Suppose that we
have simulated the subrun up to &,i, ni, pi'. Then we are in state ,i, with
clock yc being 1 + 1

2ni
and yd being 1 + 1

2pi
. The next configuration of

M &,i+1, ni+1, pi+1' depends on the content of instruction ,i, and so does
the outgoing transitions of state ,i in AM. We consider the case where ,i

decrements c and goes to ," if c is greater than 0 and goes to ,"" otherwise,
the other ones being similar. We are therefore in the case of Fig. 3(b). If
ni = 0, the next configuration of M will be &,"", ni, pi'. Conversely, in AM,
if ni = 0 then yc = 0, and there is no choice but to enter ,"", leaving all
clock values unchanged (because ,i is an Urgent state). The configuration
of AM thus satisfies the property. If ni > 0, the next configuration of
M will be &,", ni + 1, pi'. In AM, the transition chosen is the one that
corresponds to the ordering between ni and pi. In both cases, similarly
to the example of Ac++

c$d (,, ,"), the run reaches state ," with yc = 1+ 1
2ni#1

and yd as before, thus preserving the property. Hence AM simulates M,
and M halts i! AM reaches the Halt state.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

Let M be a two counter machine and let AM = I||T be the automaton
built in the proof of Proposition 1, where I is an ITA with three clocks
and T is a TA with two clocks, which will here be simulated by a formula.
Let AP = {p, h, k1, k2, r23, r4, r5}*({r1}){c, d}){++,++}){>,<}) be
the set of atomic propositions. Proposition p is true in states labelled by
, ! L. Proposition h is true only in the state labelled by Halt. Proposition
ki, for i ! {1, 2}, is true in states labelled by (,, ki, !"). Proposition ri, for
i ! {4, 5}, is true in states labelled by (,, ri, !"). Similarly, r23 is true in



states labelled by (,, ri, !"), for i ! 2, 3. Proposition (r1, a, op, !") is true
in state r1 of the corresponding module. For example, (r1, c,++, >) will
be true in state (,, r1, >) if , is an instruction of M incrementing counter
c. Hence all these propositions will enable a TCTLext

c formula to know
in which state or in which kind of module the formula is evaluated. Let
{yc, yd} be two formula clocks and

#c++
$ = A ((r1, c,++, >) , (yc < 1))U (A (yc " 1 , r23)

U (yd = 1 , yc.(A r4 U yd.(A r5 U p))))

Formula #c++
$ is true if any run in the projection Ic++

c$d of a module

Ac++
c$d = Ic++

c$d ||T c++
c$d respects the same constraints on clocks yc and yd

as Ac++
c$d does. Other analogous formulas are created for the seven other

types of modules. Let

#c++
p = p 5 [(A yc < 1 U (yc = 1 , k1 , yc.(A yd < 1U

(yd = 1 , k2 , yd.(A k2 U#c++
$ )))))

1 (A yd < 1 U (yd = 1 , k1 , yd.(A yc < 1U

(yc = 1 , k2 , yc.(A k2 U #c++
< )))))]

and

#c##
p = p 5 [(A yc < 1 U (yc = 1 , k1 , yc.(A yd < 1U

(yd = 1 , k2 , yd.(A k2 U#c##
> )))))

1 (A yd < 1 U (yd = 1 , k1 , yd.(A yc < 1U

(yc = 1 , k2 , yc.(A k2 U #c##
% )))))

1 (A yc = 0 U p)]

Formula #c++
p will be true if the correct path is always taken in the mod-

ules that take into account the order between the values of the counters
before entering the module that actually does the incrementation. For-
mula #c##

p is analogous, but with a third case for when the counter value
is zero. Other similar formulas are created for the actions on the second
counter d. Finally, let

# = yc.yd.E
#

a!{c,d}
&!{+,#}

#a&&
p U h

Formula # states that there is a path reaching the halting state where all
the formulas previously defined hold. If these formulas hold on a path )
in I, then ) respects the same clock constraints on yc and yd as the corre-
sponding run on AM does. Since AM exactly encodes the computations
of M, then # is true in I if and only if M teminates.



A.3 Proof of Lemma 1.a (case 1)

This proof and the following rely on a counting lemma on ITA#.

Lemma 4. Let A be an ITA# with n clocks and |&| transitions, with
B = n2(|&| + 2)3n. If ) is a run in A of length greater than B, then:

– there exist a level k and two identical transitions ei and ej in ) from
a state of level k updating xk, with only states of level " k between ei

and ej ;
– if not, there exist a level k and two identical lazy or delayed transitions

ei and ej in ), from a state of level k, leaving xk unchanged, separated
by states of level " k and transitions leaving xk unchanged;

– otherwise, there exist a level k and two identical urgent transitions ei

and ej in ) from a state of level k, separated by states of level " k
and urgent transitions leaving xk unchanged.

Proof. The proof consists of a counting argument and can be found in [5].
23

Suppose there is a run satisfying p U%a r on an ITA# A, we consider
a finite prefix ) = e1 . . . eh, minimal in number of discrete transitions
satisfying the formula. Remark that in this case the last transition of )
reaches a state in which r is true. Suppose that |)| > B = n2(|&| + 2)3n.
Then, one of the three cases of Lemma 4 happens:

– Either ei updates xk, in that case, the run e1 . . . eiej+1 . . . eh is a
smaller run satisfying p U%a r, which is a contradiction.

– Or ei does not update xk then time elapses for xk in the subrun
)" = ei+1 . . . ej . In this case, replacing this subrun in ) by waiting the
time elapsed for xk yields a smaller run satisfying p U%a r, which is
also a contradiction.

– Or the subrun ei+1 . . . ej does not let time elapse for xk, in which case
deleting it in ) does not a!ect the remainder and also yields a smaller
run which still satisfies p U%a r, again a contradiction.

The decision procedure is then obtained as explained in the main text on
runs with length less than or equal to B.

A.4 Proof of Lemma 1.b (case 2)

Let A be an ITA# with n interrupt clocks and |&| transitions, and B =
n2(|&|+2)3n. From a run satisfying p U$a r, we consider a minimal finite
prefix ) = e1 . . . eh also satisfying the formula. If h > 2B, it means that
one of the following cases of Lemma 4 happens:



– The same transition e of level k updating clock xk appears twice on
the subrun e1 . . . eB+1, at positions i and j. In that case we have to
distinguish two subcases: either some time has elapsed for xk between
the two occurences ei and ej of e, or the transitions were all instanta-
neous for this clock. If no time has elapsed, the subrun between ei and
ej can be removed without altering the truth value of p U$a r on this
new run, which is smaller than ). Hence there is a contradiction with
the minimality hypothesis. On the other hand, if some time elapsed
during this subrun then there is a run )" = e"1 . . . e"h! such that:

• e1 . . . ej = e"1 . . . e"j,

• e"j+1 . . . e"h! satisfies p U r,

• h" + j # B.

The last condition can be ensured by a reasonning of the same kind
as in the proof of the first case of Lemma 1 (see Section A.3): a run
which is too long can be reduced without changing the truth value of
p U r.

– The same transition e leaving xk unchanged appears twice separated
by lazy or delayed transitions between states of level greater than or
equal to k. In that case, the corresponding subrun can be replaced by a
time step of the same duration, not changing the truth value of p U$a q
on this new smaller run, thus violating the minimality hypothesis.

– The same transition e appears twice, separated by urgent transitions.
In that case, the corresponding subrun can be removed, not changing
anything to the rest of the execution nor to the satisfaction of p U$a r,
thus violating the hypothesis of minimality of ).

The decision procedure is again obtained by testing runs with length
less than or equal to 2B + 1: non deterministically guessing a path and
building an associated linear program. The satisfaction of the formula can
be checked by separately verifying on one side that the run satisfies p U r,
and on the other side, that the sum of all delays is greater than a. In
case of failure of this first part of the procedure, it non deterministically
guesses a path of length less than or equal to B + 1, and checks that:

– this path yields a run, which can be checked by a linear program as
before,

– p holds on this path, but not necessarily in the last state reached,
– r holds in the last state of this path,

– there is a transition e of level k appearing twice and separated by
transitions of level higher than k,



– between these two occurences of e, time elapses for xk. This last part
can be checked with a linear program on the delays corresponding to
this subrun.

From such a run one can obtain a run satisfying p U$a r by iterating the
path between the two transitions e, hence the formula E p U$a r. The case
of the formula E p U>a r is handled similarly, the additional condition to
the linear program being that the sum of delays should be strictly greater
than a.

A.5 Proof of Lemma 3 (case 4)

We consider again an ITA# A with n interrupt clocks and |&| transitions
and the bound B = n2(|&| + 2)3n. First suppose there is a finite path of
minimal length ) for which there is a position where the time elapsed is
less than a, from which r does not hold until ¬p,¬r does. It can be shown
that ) contains at most B transitions. Indeed, if this is not the case then
there is a transition e at level k appearing twice separated by a subrun .
containing only transitions of level " k (see Lemma 4). Transition e can
either reset the value of xk, in which case . can be simply deleted, or e
does not change the value of xk, in which case . can be replaced by a
time step of the same duration (possibly null). In both cases the fact that
there is a position of global time less than a from which r does not hold
until ¬p,¬r does is not changed (the time of this position can only have
been reduced). The new path being smaller, this violates the minimality
condition.

Now suppose there is a finite maximal path of minimal length ) satis-
fying p U r but for which there is a position where the time elapsed is less
than a and from which r no longer holds. It can be shown by a technique
similar to the one above that ) contains at most B transitions.

Otherwise, suppose that all maximal paths ) satisfying p U r and hav-
ing a position pa where time is less than a and after which r is no longer
true are infinite. By the same reasoning as above, the minimal such po-
sition pa can be assumed to appear after less than B transitions. For
the infinite part, hence longer than B, in the su"x )" of ) after posi-
tion pa, there is a transition e of level k repeated twice and separated by
transitions of higher level. Two cases are possible.

(1) Either this transition updates xk or the run between its two oc-
curences does not let time elapse for k.

(2) For all such su"xes )", there is necessarily time elapsing in xk be-
tween every two occurences of e separated by transitions of higher



level. Moreover, there is one of such subruns . in which transitions
are visited infinitely often. It can therefore be assumed that k is the
minimal level traversed infinitely often by )". Now recall the set of
expressions used to build the class graph of A in proof of Theorem 2.
Since the same transitions can be fired inifintely often, it means that
from a certain point of the run, the ordering between the expressions
of level k is constant. Moreover, all expressions except xk will not
change their value. Since some time has elapsed for xk, it must have
been because . traverses a state of level k with delayed policy: oth-
erwise the same run in which all these delays have been suppressed
would also be possible, and a run satisfying condition (1) would exist.

In both cases, the path occuring before the first occurence of e we are
considering, and the length of the path between the two occurences of e
can both be bounded by B.

Therefore we consider the following decision procedure. It non deter-
ministically guesses a maximal path in the ITA# whose length is less than
or equal to the bound. This path should either not satisfy p U r, or from
some step (say the zth step), never satisfy r until the end of the run or a
point where neither p nor r hold. In order to check that this path yields a
run, it again builds a linear program whose variables are {xj

i}, where xj
i is

the value of clock xi after the jth step, and {dj} where dj is the amount
of time elapsed during the jth step, when j corresponds to a time step.
The equations and inequations are deduced from the guards and updates
of discrete transitions in the path and the delay of the time steps, plus
the condition that the zth transition considered before should occur at a
time strictly less than a. If this procedure succeeds, then there is a finite
counterexample to the formula A p U$a r, and the algorithm returns false.
If this fails, it non deterministically guesses a path ) of length less than
or equal to twice the bound, in which from some step (say the zth step),
r never holds, and which ends by a sub-path e.e where e is a transition
of level k and . a path containing states of level greater than or equal to
k. Then the procedure is based on the previous case study.

1. If e updates xk or e. does not let time elapse for xk, then by repeating
.e indefinitely, we would obtain an infinite path )" in which r never
holds from a certain point on. By a linear program similar to above,
it can be checked that ) yields a run, and that the nth transition
occured strictly before time a. Hence it is also possible to obtain a
run from )", and there is an infinite counterexample so the algorithm
returns false.



2. Otherwise, the linear program has to be tweaked in the following
way: all delayed states of e. are supposed lazy while building the
constraints for the end of the path: (1) it must execute in zero time and
(2) all large guards involving variable xk are changed in strict guards
(# becomes <, " becomes >) (3) there is no guard with equality
involving variable xk. If ) does yield a run, an infinite run could be
obtained from it by repeating .e but staying in delayed states a time
as small as needed in order not to change the evaluation of the guards.
Therefore there is also an infinite counterexample, and the algorithm
returns false.

If this procedure also fails, then the algorithm returns true.

In all cases above, the size of the linear programs is exponential w.r.t.
the size of the ITA#, which produces procedures in NEXPTIME (NP if
the number of clocks is fixed).

B Example of model checking TCTLint

c

Consider the ITA A1 (Fig. 1(a)) and the formula #1 = E-U (q1 , (x2 >
x1)). We assume that q1 is a propositional property true only in state q1.
Initially, the set of expressions are E1 = {x1, 0} and E2 = {x2, 0}. First
the expression +1

2x1 + 1 is added into E2 since x1 + 2x2 = 2 appears on
the guard in the transition from q1 to q2. Then expression 1 is added to E1

because x1 + 1 < 0 appears on the guard in the transition from q0 to q1.
Finally expression x1 is added to E2 since x2+x1 > 0 appears in #1. The
iterative part of the procedure goes as follows. Since there is a transition
from q0 of level 1 to state q1 of level 2, we compute all di!erences between
expressions of E2, then normalize them:

– x1 + 0 and x2 + 0 yield no new expression.
– x2 + (+1

2x1 + 1) and 0 + (+1
2x1 + 1) both yield expression 2, that is

added to E1.
– x1 + (+1

2x1 + 1) yields expression 2
3 , which is also added to E1.

The sets of expressions are therefore E1 = {x1, 0, 1,
2
3 , 2} and E2 =

{x2, 0,+
1
2x1 + 1, x1}. Remark that knowing the order between x1 and

2
3 will allow us to know the order between +1

2x1 + 1 and x1. The class
graph G corresponding to A1 and #1 is depicted in Fig. 4. Note that we
replaced x1 by its value, since it is not changed by any update at level 2.
Some time zone notations used in G are displayed in Table 2. In the class
graph, states where the comparison x2 > x1 is true are greyed. Among



these, the ones in which the class corresponds to state q1 are doubly cir-
cled, i.e. states in which q1 , (x2 > x1) is true. Applying standard CTL
model checking procedure on this graph, one can prove that one of this
state is reachable, hence proving that #1 is true on A1.
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1
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x1 + 1 = x2 < x1) Z2

9 = (0 < #
1

2
x1 + 1 < x2 < x1)

Z2
10 = (0 < #

1

2
x1 + 1 < x1 = x2) Z2

11 = (0 < #
1

2
x1 + 1 < x1 < x2)

Table 2. Time zones used in the class graph of A1 when checking "1.



q0, Z1
0

q0, Z1
1

q0, Z1
2

q0, Z1
3

q0, Z1
4 q0, Z1

5 q0, Z1
6 q0, Z1

7

q1, Z1
0

0 = x2 < 1
q1, Z1

0
0 < x2 < 1

q1, Z1
0

0 < x2 = 1
q1, Z1

0
0 < 1 < x2

q2, Z1
0

0 < x2 = 1
q2, Z1

0
0 < 1 < x2

q1, Z1
1 , Z2

0 q1, Z1
1 , Z2

1 q1, Z1
1 , Z2

2 q1, Z1
1 , Z2

3 q1, Z1
1 , Z2

4 q1, Z1
1 , Z2

5

q2, Z1
1 , Z2

4 q2, Z1
1 , Z2

5

q1, Z1
2

0 = x2 < 2
3

q1, Z1
2

0 < x2 < 2
3

q1, Z1
2

0 < x2 = 2
3

q1, Z1
2

0 < 2
3 < x2

q2, Z1
2

0 < x2 = 2
3

q2, Z1
2

0 < 2
3 < x2

q1, Z1
3 , Z2

6 q1, Z1
3 , Z2

7 q1, Z1
3 , Z2

8 q1, Z1
3 , Z2

9 q1, Z1
3 , Z2

10 q1, Z1
3 , Z2

11

q2, Z1
3 , Z2

8 q2, Z1
3 , Z2

9 q2, Z1
3 , Z2

10 q2, Z1
3 , Z2

11

a

b

a

b

a

b

a

b

Fig. 4. The class automaton for A1 and formula "1.


